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Executive Summary 

SRK Consulting (Australasia) Pty Ltd (“SRK”) has been commissioned by Altera Resources Limited (“Altera”) 
to provide an Independent Geologist‟s Report on a number of coal projects on the island of Kalimantan, 
Indonesia. These coal projects proposed are to be acquired via a private Australian company (“Jack Doolan 
Capital Pty Ltd” or “JDC”) which, in turn, has entered into contractual arrangements to acquire them from the 
current owners. The report is to be included in a Notice of Meeting to be lodged by Altera with the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission (“ASIC”), on or about the first week of September 2010. SRK 
understands that Altera has (or will) commissioned a legal due diligence of the properties independently from 
this report. 

The projects comprise four coal exploration concessions in Central Kalimantan Province. SRK understands 
that the projects are currently owned by two Kalimantan based business proprietors. The principal sources of 
information for all four tenements are an exploration report for each concession, commissioned by the 
tenement owners. None of the reports are authored. The PT BBM and PT BBP reports are more 
comprehensive and more coal assay data is available for these tenements. The PT AAK and PT AAM 
reports are less detailed and contain less coal quality information.  

Geologically, the four concessions are located in or around the margins of the North Barito Basin in Central 
Kalimantan and are prospective for coal measures of Eocene age. Most of the areas where Eocene coals 
outcrop have a moderate to high regional level of coal rank. Coking coal deposits are known to occur within 
parts of the Northern Barito Basin in Central Kalimantan. In particular the PT BBM and PT BBP coal projects 
are situated proximal to known coking coal deposits. 

The PT Bumi Barito Mineral (BBM) project is located in the North Barito Basin, immediately to the south of 
PT Juloi Coal (BHP 75%, Adaro Energy 25%). Only limited exploration has been undertaken on the 
concession to date, consisting of a general geological survey which was commissioned by the tenement 
owners in 2008. The initial geological investigation in the concession area has identified two main coal 
horizons, each comprising at least four individual seams with a composite coal thickness of 3-4 m in each 
horizon. Based on the regional geology mapping data for the area, the seams occur within a formation 
considered to economically prospective for economic coal seams (Haloq Sandstone). Coal quality analysis 
indicates that the coals are of low volatile bituminous rank (ASTM), with low ash, low sulphur and high 
calorific value. Given the location of the BBM concession and the available coal quality data, a range of 
products may be possible, from a high quality export thermal, to a PCI or coking product.  

The ash and sulphur contents of the analysed BBM coals are comparable with those reported in NW Juloi 
tenement. However, the reported volatile matter of the NW Juloi coals is considerably higher than that of the 
BBM coals. The generally low volatile matter may impact the coking potential. Further analyses (CSN, 
fluidity, dilation) are required to test the suitability of these coals for a coking product. 

Further work is required to allow the identified coal measures to be upgraded to Resources in accordance 
with the JORC Code (2004). This will require further outcrop mapping, an exploration drilling programme, 
detailed topographic mapping and additional verification of coal quality analyses. Further investigation of the 
Haloq Sandstone in the northwest and northern parts of the concession, adjacent to PT Juloi Coal may 
identify coal seams additional to the outcrops found near the Barito River. 

The PT Borneo Bara Prima (BBP) project is located in the North Barito Basin to the west of the Maruwai 
Coal Project (BHP 75%, Adaro Energy 25%). The Maruwai Coal Project hosts the Lampunut coking coal 
deposit in the Batu Ayau Formation immediately to the southeast of the eastern PT BPP project area. 
Exploration activities to date have comprised an initial reconnaissance mapping programme which has 
identified the presence of up to three coal seams in the undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau 
Formation in the south central area of the concession. The coal seams are generally thin. Analyses of 
outcrop samples to date indicate a low ash, low sulphur coal with excellent specific energies. The ash and 
sulphur are comparable with those reported at Lampunut (Batu Ayau Formation), however the Lampunut 
coals have considerably higher volatile matter than the BBP samples analysed to date. The generally low 
volatile matter of the outcrop samples analysed to date may impact the coking potential of these coals, and 
further metallurgical coal analyses are warranted to test the suitability of these coals for a coking product.  
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Further field mapping may identify better seam thickness development along strike of the mapped coal 
outcrops and there is potential for the discovery of additional coal seams elsewhere in the undivided Haloq 
Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation. Investigation of the Batu Ayau Formation in the northwest parts of the 
concession and eastern parts of the concession, adjacent to PT Maruwai Coal may identify coal seams 
additional those already identified in the undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation. The 
Lampunut deposit appears to be generally contained within a southeast strike extension of the Batu Ayau 
Formation sediments in the eastern part of the BPP concession. It is reasonable to postulate that the Batu 
Ayau Formation seam development in the Lampunut deposit may extend to the northwest into the eastern 
area of the BPP concession. In the western area of the BPP project, the Batu Ayau Formation, which is 
present on the western flank of the regional anticline, may also be prospective for similar coal seam 
development. The Batu Ayau Formation in this region is known to be prospective for coking coal. 

Given the size and location of the BBP concession and the limited exploration data to date, SRK is of the 
opinion that there is potential to discover one or more economically significant coal deposits, which may 
support a range of products, from a high quality export thermal, to a PCI or coking product. 

The PT Anugerah Alam Manuhing (AAM) project is largely covered by metamorphic rocks belonging to the 
pre-Tertiary Pinoh Metamorphics. To date, field exploration has been limited to a geological field mapping 
survey which was commissioned by the tenement owners during 2009. A range of lithologies were reported 
in the concession area, including claystone, alternating sandstone, carbonaceous claystone, granite and 
granodiorite, and coal. A total of eleven coal outcrops were recorded during the investigation. The recorded 
seam thickness ranged between 0.42 m and 4.20 m. The reported coal outcrops show a range of strikes and 
dips. Two strike directions are identified broadly as NE-SW and NW-SE, with dips ranging from 20º to 80º. 

The reported occurrence of Kalimantan coal in a pre-Tertiary high grade metamorphic terrane is unusual. An 
independent field investigation is warranted to test the veracity of the reported coal occurrences in the 
concession area. If the coal occurrences are confirmed, a detailed field mapping investigation should be 
undertaken to better understand the stratigraphy and lithologies in the broader concession area. 

The reported ash and specific energy of the single analysed coal sample are suggestive of a low rank, low 
ash thermal product. However, it is the opinion of the author that the validity of the reported assay results is 
questionable. Coal which occurs in a metamorphic belt would be expected to have undergone a high degree 
of coalification (metamorphism) resulting in an anthracite or semi-anthracite rank. The field descriptions and 
photographic evidence are supportive of a high rank coal. These higher coal ranks are characterised by very 
low volatile matter content, very high carbon content and high specific energies.  

The PT Anugerah Alam Katingan (AAK) project located in the North Barito Basin. Based on the published 
250,000 scale Geology Map for the region, the surface geology concession area is represented entirely by 
the Late Eocene Haloq Sandstone. Initial geological mapping within the project area has identified five coal 
outcrops of between 1.2 m and 1.8 m thick. Based on the available data, it is not clear whether the reported 
outcrops are representative of one or more seams. The coals occur within the Haloq Sandstone, parts of 
which are known to be coal bearing (e.g.: NW Juloi). 

Laboratory analysis of one of the coal samples indicates the coal is a good quality anthracite with low ash 
and good specific energy. The field descriptions of the coal are also indicative of a hard high rank coal.  
Further investigations are warranted to ascertain the distribution and number of coal seams present based 
on the identified outcrops and the possibility of thicker coal development in the concession.   

SRK is of the opinion that all of the coal projects are prospective and worthy of further exploration, including 
drilling and additional sample analyses. 
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Disclaimer 

The opinions expressed in this Report have been based on the information supplied to SRK Consulting 
(Australasia) Pty Ltd (SRK) by Altera Resources Ltd (“Altera”).  The opinions in this Report are provided in 
response to a specific request from Altera to do so.  SRK has exercised all due care in reviewing the 
supplied information.  Whilst SRK has compared key supplied data with expected values, the accuracy of the 
results and conclusions from the review are entirely reliant on the accuracy and completeness of the 
supplied data.  SRK does not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions in the supplied information 
and does not accept any consequential liability arising from commercial decisions or actions resulting from 
them. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Terms of Reference 

SRK Consulting (Australasia) Pty Ltd (“SRK”) has been commissioned by Altera Resources Limited (“Altera”) 
to provide an independent technical report on a number of coal projects located in Kalimantan, Indonesia. 
These coal projects are proposed to be acquired via a private Australian company (“Jack Doolan Capital 
Pty Ltd” or “JDC”) which, in turn, has entered into contractual arrangements to acquire them from the 
current owners, two Kalimantan based business proprietors. 

This report is to be included in a Notice of Meeting to be lodged by Altera with the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (“ASIC”), on or about the first week of September 2010. 

This Report has been prepared to the standard of, and is considered by SRK to be, a Technical Assessment 
Report under the guidelines of the VALMIN Code. The VALMIN Code is the code adopted by the 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the standard is binding upon all AusIMM members.  The 
VALMIN Code incorporates the JORC Code for the reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. 

This Report is not a Valuation Report and does not express an opinion as to the value of mineral assets.  
Aspects reviewed in this Report do include product prices, socio-political issues and environmental 
considerations; however, SRK does not express an opinion regarding the specific value of the assets and 
tenements involved. 

This Report does not provide any comment on the fairness and reasonableness of any transactions related 
to the proposed acquisition.  

Given the time constraints imposed on the completion of this report, no confirmatory site inspections have 
been undertaken by SRK at any of the coal projects to test the veracity of reported coal outcrop data. 

The legal status associated with the tenure of the coal properties is addressed by an expert other than SRK 
Consulting and these matters have not been independently verified by SRK Consulting. The present status 
of the tenements in this report are based on information provided by JDC, and the report has been prepared 
on the assumption that the tenements are, or will prove to be, lawfully accessible for evaluation and 
development. 

1.2 Qualifications and Experience 

SRK Consulting is an independent, international consulting company providing focused advice and problem 
solving.  SRK is one of the world‟s first one-stop consultancies offering specialist services to mining and 
exploration companies for the entire life cycle of a mining project, from exploration through to mine closure.  
Among SRK‟s clients are most of the world‟s major and medium-sized metal and industrial mineral mining 
houses, exploration companies, banks, petroleum exploration companies, agribusiness companies, 
construction firms and government departments. 

Formed in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1974, SRK now employs more than 900 professionals 
internationally in 37 permanent offices in 16 countries.  A broad range of internationally recognised associate 
consultants complements the core staff. 

The SRK Group‟s independence is ensured by the fact that it holds no equity in any project.  SRK is wholly 
owned by its employees.  This allows the SRK Group to provide its clients with conflict-free and objective 
recommendations on crucial judgment issues. 

SRK employs leading specialists in each field of science and engineering.  Its seamless integration of 
services and global base has made the company an international leader in due diligence, feasibility studies 
and confidential internal reviews. 
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The author of this report is Dr Gerry McCaughan (Senior Consultant, Coal Geology) who is a professional 
geologist with eight years industry and consulting experience in coal and base metals, and a full time 
employee of SRK. Dr McCaughan has completed high level reviews, more detailed independent evaluations 
and resource estimations on a number of coal exploration/resource projects in Australia and Indonesia. Dr 
McCaughan is a member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM). Dr McCaughan 
has the appropriate relevant qualifications, experience, competence and independence to be considered as 
“Expert” under the definitions provided in the VALMIN Code.  

The document has subsequently been reviewed by Mr Mike Warren (Principal Consultant, Project 
Evaluations). Mr Warren is a mining engineer with over 30 years‟ experience, including on-site and head 
office roles and five years in investment banking for mining projects. He has a strong technical background, 
to which he has added financial modelling and evaluation skills. Mr Warren is a Director of SRK and based in 
Sydney.  He is a fellow of the AusIMM and fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD). 

1.3 Statement of SRK Independence 

Neither SRK nor any of the authors of this Report have any material present or contingent interest in the 
outcome of this Report, nor do they have any pecuniary or other interest that could be reasonably regarded 
as being capable of affecting their independence or that of SRK.   

SRK has no prior association with Altera or JDC in regard to the mineral assets that are the subject of this 
Report.  SRK has no beneficial interest in the outcome of the technical assessment being capable of 
affecting its independence. 

SRK‟s fee for completing this Report is based on its normal professional daily rates plus reimbursement of 
incidental expenses.  The payment of that professional fee is not contingent upon the outcome of the Report.   

1.4 Warranties 

Altera has represented to SRK that full disclosure has been made of all material information and that, to the 
best of its knowledge and understanding, such information is complete, accurate and true. 

1.5 Indemnities 

As recommended by the VALMIN Code, Altera has agreed to provide SRK with an indemnity under which 
SRK is to be compensated for any liability and/or any additional work or expenditure resulting from any 
additional work required: 

 Which results from SRK's reliance on information provided by Altera or to Altera not providing material 
information; or 

 Which relates to any consequential extension workload through queries, questions or public hearings 
arising from this Report. 

1.6 Consents 

SRK consents to this Report being included, in full, in a Notice of Meeting to be lodged by Altera with the 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission (“ASIC”), on or about the first week of September 2010, 
in the form and context in which the technical assessment is provided, and not for any other purpose. 

If required the report may be utilised by any independent expert that Altera may need to appoint to prepare a 
report on the “fairness/reasonableness” of the proposed acquisition of JDC.  

SRK provides this consent on the basis that the technical assessments expressed in the Summary and in the 
individual sections of this Report are considered with, and not independently of, the information set out in the 
complete Report and the Cover Letter. 
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2. Kalimantan - General Information 

2.1 Geographic Setting 

Formerly known as Borneo, Kalimantan is the world's second largest island. The north and northwestern part 
of the island are the East Malaysian states of Serawak and Sabah, with the independent state of Brunei 
Darusalam between them. The rest of the island is part of Indonesia, divided into four provinces - East 
Kalimantan, West Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan and South Kalimantan. 

The four coal projects that are the subject of this report are located in the Central Kalimantan Province, 
Indonesia (Figure 2-1).  

The Schwaner Mountains stretch from the northeast of the province to the southwest, 80% of which is 
covered in dense forest, peatland swamps, mangroves, rivers, and traditional agriculture land. Highland 
areas in the northeast are remote and not easily accessible. The centre of the province is covered with 
tropical forest, which produces rattan, resin and valuable timber such as Ulin and Meranti. The southern 
lowlands are dominated by peatland swamps that intersect with many rivers.  

Kalimantan has tropical climate and very high rainfall throughout the year, with generally drier conditions 
between July and October. Average annual rainfall is around 3000 mm per annum. The temperature varies 
between 29ºC and 34ºC and the humidity is in the range of 95-98%. 

 

Figure 2-1:  Locality plan of the Central Kalimantan Coal Projects on the island of Kalimantan 

Coal concession areas are shown in red. 
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2.2 Indonesian Coal Industry 

Coal exploration in Indonesia was essentially initiated during the 1970‟s. However, the major expansion in 
exploration activity occurred in the 1980‟s as a result of foreign investment. The exploration by these 
historical miners was successful and several mines were established as a consequence of the successful 
exploration resulting in a new export Industry for Indonesia. 

Indonesia is currently the world‟s second largest coal exporter and the world‟s leading exporter of thermal 
coal. In 2008 Indonesian producers shipped 173 Mt of thermal coal and 30 Mt of coking coal (World Coal 
Institute). Considering only legal operations, Indonesia currently produces thermal coals from more than 40 
different mines in East Kalimantan, South Kalimantan and Sumatra. 

Indonesian coal is transported from mines to shipping points primarily via a combination of trucking and 
barging. In Indonesia, coal trucking and barging operations are typically performed by contractors. At most 
export coal operations, coal is trucked directly to a coal processing/barge loading facility located on the 
tidewater or on a river that is navigable by barge. Coal trucking distances for these direct-haul operations 
typically vary between 10 km and 35 km, with a few mines experiencing longer hauls of up to 75 km (Ewart 
and Vaughan, 2009). 

The majority of export coals from Indonesia are typically loaded into barges at either river or coastal sited 
loading facilities and transported to an offshore transfer point for loading onto ocean going vessels, or barged 
to a deep water coal terminal, such as Balikpapan Coal Terminal, Indonesia Bulk Terminal or Arutmin‟s North 
Pulau Laut Coal Terminal. 

2.3 Kalimantan Coal Geology 

In the Indonesian Archipelago, coal deposits are mainly distributed in the islands of Sumatera and 
Kalimantan. The sedimentary basins within which the coals were deposited are very young geologically.  

Based on the time of deposition, coal measures on the island of Kalimantan are divided on the basis of their 
age into Paleogene and Neogene coal measures (Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3). In general, the majority of the 
coal is Eocene and Miocene in age. High relative sea levels during the Oligocene resulted in deposition of 
mainly marine sediments and whilst further coal formed during the Pliocene they tend to be of a lower rank 
as a result of the young age (Friederich et al., 1999). The existence of higher rank coals at the land surface 
is dependent on uplift or the presence of igneous intrusions. 

In general, there are significant differences in the coal quality and thickness of coal seams between those of 
the Eocene and those of the Miocene-Pliocene epochs. The Eocene coals generally tend to be more 
continuous but thinner than coal formed during the Miocene-Pliocene. The Eocene coals are considered to 
have formed under extensional structural regimes (rift basins) as transgressive depositional environments 
Seams are typically 4 to 6 m thick in exposed economic deposits. The rank of the Eocene coals is generally 
higher, with a lower moisture content and higher calorific value making the coals suitable for export thermal 
coals (Figure 2-2). In some areas of Central and Western Kalimantan, Eocene coals with coking properties 
are found. 

The Neogene coals were generally deposited during the regressive phase of syn-orogeny in the basins. 
Seam thickness is variable but generally thicker (some greater than 25 m thick) and more numerous. 
Neogene coal seams found in the Kutei and Barito Basins are commonly characterized by the occurrence of 
intensive splitting and washouts (Friederich et al., 1999). In general, these coals tend to be low in ash and 
sulphur (Figure 2-2).  

The quality of Kalimantan coals varies across the island and is strongly influenced by the geological 
environments, resulting in a wide variation of coal characteristics including coking properties. In general 
terms, the variation of Kalimantan coal properties is dependent on the depositional environment (coal type) 
and the degree of coalification (coal rank). 
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In general, coal type varies little. Kalimantan coals differ markedly in type from most Australian or US 
bituminous coals, but are similar to the Tertiary coals from Germany and the Gippsland Basin (Cook and 
Daulay, 2000). Both the Paleogene and Neogene coals are generally rich in vitrinite macerals, while inertinite 
is almost absent. Vitrinite contents of the coals are commonly in the range 80% to 96%. Although liptinite 
contents are not generally high (typically less than 5% of the coal constituents), some coals do show 
unusually high contents of liptinite.  

 

Figure 2-2:  General characteristics of Palaeogene and Neogene coal deposits in Kalimantan 

Coal rank varies quite markedly across Kalimantan, from lignite through sub-bituminous, high to low volatile 
bituminous and semi-anthracite to anthracite. Paleogene coals are commonly bituminous or higher in rank. 
The rank of Neogene coals, in normal geological conditions, is relatively low, except for heat-effected coal 
deposits. Therefore, the occurrence of high rank coal in Kalimantan is mainly controlled by the distribution 
pattern of the Paleogene coal measures, and to some extent is also affected by the occurrence of volcanic 
activity associated with the Neogene coal measures (Nas and Hidartan, 2010). 
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Figure 2-3:  Simplified summary of Kalimantan Palaeogene and Neogene basin areas   
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3. The Coal Projects 

3.1 Tenure 

The tenements that are the subject of this report are shown in Figure 3-1. SRK understands that all of the 
tenements have either been, or are in the process of being converted from KP to IUP status. The legal status 
associated with the tenure of the coal properties has not been independently verified by SRK. The present 
status of the tenements in this report are based on information provided by JDC, and the report has been 
prepared on the assumption that the tenements are, or will prove to be, lawfully accessible for evaluation and 
development. The concession (KP) details are provided in Appendix  1 of this report.     

 

Figure 3-1:  Location map showing tenements of interest 

3.2 Regional Geological Setting 

Geologically, the four concessions are located in or around the margins of the North Barito Basin in Central 
Kalimantan and are prospective for coal measures of Eocene age. The Barito Basin initially formed as part of 
a broader continuous system of Early Tertiary rifts formed along the margins of the uplifting and eroding 
Schwaner batholith. These developed into separate basins during the Oligocene and Miocene and 
sedimentation has continued throughout most of the Neogene. The Schwaner batholith, which forms the high 
ranges in Central and Western Kalimantan is a complex of Cretaceous granititic rocks which intrudes 
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic volcanics, volcaniclastics and marine sediments. 
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Most of the areas where Eocene coals outcrop have a moderate to high regional level of coal rank. Coking 
coal deposits are known to occur within the Northern Barito Basin in Central Kalimantan, in particular from 
the Barito (North, South and East) and Murung Raya Regencies (Nas and Hidartan, 2010). Two trends of 
higher rank coals prospective for coking coal deposits have been identified in the central part of Eastern 
Kalimantan (Figure 3-2, Nas and Hidartan, 2010). These trends are broadly located a regional structural 
lineament (Adang Flexure) and the increasing rank is probably controlled by this structure along with the 
thermal effects of igneous activity in the area (Nas and Hidartan, 2010).  

 

Figure 3-2:  Summary of Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene sediment distribution and coking coal potential in 
Central and Eastern Kalimantan 

After Nas and Hidartan, 2010.  Central Kalimantan Coal Project are shown in grey. 

3.3 PT Bumi Barito Mineral (BBM) 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The PT BBM concession is located around the village of Tumbang Iram, in the Permata Intan and Sumber 
Barito District, Murung Raya Regency, in the province of Central Kalimantan. The nearest major town to the 
concession is Puruk Cahu (the capital of Murung Raya Regency), which is located on the Barito River 
approximately 60 km to the southeast. At Puruk Cahu 5,000 tonne transport barges can be loaded, however 
the capacity of the river may vary in the drier months between July and October. 

With the exception of minor alluvial and swamp lowland areas, most of the Murung Raya Regency is 
represented as hilly plateau. A number of river systems dissect the Murung Raya Regency and these 
represent an important irrigation and transport network for the local people. 

Access to the broader area from Jakarta is via a 1.5 hour flight to Palang Karaya. Domestic flights operate 
from Palang Karaya to Puruk Cahu (~45 minutes). Access to the concession area from Puruk Cahu is via a 
~6 hour boat trip on the Barito River, followed by foot access to Tumbang Iram village (~1 hour). 
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Geomorphologically, the concession area is comprised of steep rugged hills over the majority of the 
concession area, with the exception of the central area of the concession which is dissected by the Barito 
River. The elevation of the surface topography ranges from < 100 m around the Barito River to 800-900 m in 
the high areas as shown in the digital terrain model (DTM) in Figure 3-3.  

The area of the PT BBM concession is 19,920 Ha. The concession does not overlap with Protection Forest 
however the majority of the concession is covered by Production Forests. Permits are required from the 
forest owner before certain exploration activities (e.g.: drilling) can be undertaken. In some instances, this 
can delay exploration activities by six months to two years.  

 
Figure 3-3:  DTM of the BBM concession area 

BBM concession is shown in red. 

3.3.2 Local Geology 

Geologically, the PT BBM concession is located in the North Barito Basin.  

Based on the published 1:250,000 scale Geological Map of the Muaratewe Quadrangle (Figure 3-4), the 
oldest formation identified within the concession area is the Late Cretaceous age Selangkai Formation (Kse), 
which subcrops in a very small area in the northwest of the concession. This formation is described as 
“shale, mudstone, sandstone, conglomerate, fossiliferous limestone, commonly carbonaceous and 
calcareous, moderate well bedded”. 

Elsewhere in the concession area, the Cretaceous sediments are unconformably overlain by the Late 
Eocene age Haloq Sandstone Formation (Teh), which subcrops over the majority of the area (Figure 3-4). 
The Haloq Sandstone Formation is described (Supriatna, et al., 1995) as “quartz sandstone, minor 
conglomerate, and mudstone, rare limestone, moderate, to thick bedded”.  

The Haloq Sandstone is conformable below the Batu Kelau Formation and Batu Ayau Formation. Locally, the 
Haloq Sandstone interfingers with the Batu Kelau Formation.   
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In the southeast area of the concession, the Haloq Formation is unconformably overlain by the Puruk Cahu 
Formation (Tomc, Figure 3-4). The Puruk Cahu Formation is described as “fossiliferous claystone, dark grey, 
interbedded with siltstone, containing small lenses, and thin layered vitrinite coal and parallel and convolute 
lamination sandstone, intercalated by breccia, the fragments consist of andesite, dacite, gneiss, and coal, the 
matrix consist of coarse sandstone, containing vitrinite coal fragments”. The Puruk Cahu Formation was 
deposited during a period of marine transgression during the Late Oligocence to Early Miocene. 

Although not mapped in the concession area, igneous intrusive rocks of the Middle to Late Miocene Sintang 
Intrusives (Toms) are identified the broader area in a wide belt extending to the east and south of the 
concession (Figure 3-4). The Sintang Intrusives comprise stocks, plugs, dykes and sills of porphrytic 
andesite, diorite and granodiorite. It is possible that unknown local occurrences of the Sintang Intrusives may 
be present within the concession area. 

The coal measures under discussion are interpreted to occur in the Haloq Sandstone. Although the 250,000 
scale geology map description for the Haloq Sandstone does not include coal, Marks (1957) records the 
depositional environment of the Haloq Sandstone as shallow marine to deltaic, lagoonal and estuarine. 
These depositional settings could support peat formation and coal development. 

 

Figure 3-4:  Regional geology in the PT BBM concession area  

Source 1:250,000 scale Geological Map of the Muaratewe Quadrangle.  PT BBM concession is shown in red. Proximal Indonesia Coal 
Project (BHP 75%, Adaro Energy 25%) concessions are shown in black. 
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3.3.3 Previous Exploration 

To date, field exploration has been limited to a general geological survey which was undertaken by the 
tenement owners over a six day period during June 2008. The field programme resulted in general mapping 
of outcrop and topographic features, such as rivers, and tracks (Anonymous, 2008). Outcrop mapping was 
conducted along a number of traverses, following existing rivers, roads, logging tracks and valley areas. 

A total of six coal outcrops were recorded in the vicinity of the Barito River, in the central part of the 
concession area (Figure 3-5). The coals are described as generally black, bright and brittle. Recorded 
individual ply thicknesses vary between 0.60 m and 1.56 m (Table 3-1). Based on the 250,000 scale geology 
map for the region, all of the coal outcrops occur within the Haloq Sandstone. 

Based on the preliminary outcrop investigations, two main coal horizons, each comprising at least four 
individual seams with a composite coal thickness of 3-4 m, are interpreted to be present along the Barito 
River in central part of the concession (Figure 3-5). In this area, the coal seams strike broadly east-west and 
dip at 10-25º to the south. It is possible that a number of the steeper dips may be the result of movement 
(slumping) of the coal outcrop. 

Up to four coal seams (A-D) have been identified (Anonymous, 2008) as part of coal horizon 1: 

 Seam 1A:  1.10-1.60 m (BBM/T/C-03, BBM/Mh/C-01, BBM/Mh/C-02 and BBM/Mh/C-03) 

 Seam 1B:  1.10-1.15 m thick (BBM/T/C-03 and BBM/Mh/C-03) 

 Seam 1C:  0.64-0.84 m thick (BBM/T/C-03 and BBM/Mh/C-03) 

 Seam 1D:  0.50 m thick (BBM/T/C-03). 

Seam interburden varies from approximately 2 m to >4 m in thickness and generally comprises claystone 
and shaly coal. 

Up to four coal seams (A-D) have been identified (Anonymous, 2008) as part of coal horizon 2: 

 Seam 2A:  1.20-1.30 m thick (BBM/T/C-01 and BBM/T/C-02) 

 Seam 2B:  1.20-1.28 m (BBM/T/C-01 and BBM/T/C-02) 

 Seam 2C:  1.20-1.35 m thick (BBM/T/C-01 and BBM/T/C-02) 

 Seam 2D:  0.60-1.18 m thick (BBM/T/C-01 and BBM/T/C-02) with parting 0.26 m. 
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Figure 3-5:  BBM coal outcrop locations and seam correlation  

After Anonymous, 2008. 

SRK has not undertaken an independent field investigation to the project site and is therefore unable to 
confirm the veracity of the reported coal outcrops. JDC engaged Mr Chris Turvey to investigate the reported 
coal outcrops in the PT BBM concession during 31 July and 1 August 2010. Mr Turvey is a professional 
geologist and principal of ACEL Consulting Pte Ltd.  

A comparison of the recorded outcrops is presented in Table 3-2. Mr Turvey reports that he located five of 
the six reported coal outcrops. Poor ground conditions as a result of recent rains precluded access to 
outcrop BBM/T/C-01. Allowing for minor differences in strike and dip measurement, the 2010 investigation 
confirms the existence of two coal seam intervals in the central concession area, striking broadly east-west 
to east-southeast and dipping at 10-25º. Field photographs (Figure 3-6 to Figure 3-9) support the earlier 
description of the coals as generally black, bright and brittle.  

SRK understands that Mr Turvey collected several coal samples for coal quality analysis in an internationally 
accredited coal laboratory in Brisbane, Australia. 
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Figure 3-6: Photograph showing coal outcrop at 
site BBM/T/C-02A  

(August, 2010, source Chris Turvey) 

 

Figure 3-7: Photograph showing part of coal 
horizon 1 exposed in creek near outcrop site 
BBM/Mh/C01  

(August 2010, source Chris Turvey) 

 

Figure 3-8: Photograph showing 4 seams of coal 
horizon 1 taken from the river  

(August 2010, source Chris Turvey) 

 

Figure 3-9: Photograph of a coal sample from 
outcrop site BBMMh/C02  

(August 2010, source Chris Turvey) 
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Table 3-1:  Summary of reported BBM coal outcrop data from 2008 field investigation 

No Outcrop Code Longitude Latitude 
UTM 

(WGS84z50S) Strike 
(°) 

Dip 
(°) 

Sample Code Remarks 

(
o
) (') ('') (

o
) (') (' ) mE mN 

1. BBM/T/C-01 114 5 47.1 0 19 39.7 176770 9963733 103 10 

BBM/T/C-01A Coal: black, bright, brittle, thick 1.20 m 

BBM/T/C-01B Coal: black, bright, brittle, thick 1.28 m 

BBM/T/C-01C Coal: black, bright, brittle, thick 1.35 m 

- Coal: black, bright, brittle, thick 0.60 m 

2. BBM/T/C-02 114 5 51.7 0 19 48.6 176912 9963459 27 12 

BBM/T/C-02A 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.30 m 

BBM/T/C-02B 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.20 m 

BBM/T/C-02C 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.20 m 

- 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.18 m with parting (coaly clay) 0.26 m 

3. BBM/T/C-03 114 5 15 0 20 41 175777 9961848 109 15 

BBM/T/C-03A 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.30 m 

BBM/T/C-03B 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.15 m 

- 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
0.64 m 

- 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
0.50 m 

4. BBM/Mh/C-01 114 6 18.2 0 20 32.0 177733 9962125 91 22 BBM/Mh/C-01 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.56 m with parting (coaly shall) 1 cm 

5. BBM/Mh/C-02 114 6 20.6 0 20 31.7 177807 9962135 95 20 BBM/Mh/C-02 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.10 m 

6. BBM/Mh/C-03 114 5 43.9 0 20 28.0 176671 9962248 70 25 

BBM/Mh/C-03A 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.60 m 

- 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
1.10 m with parting (coaly clay) 7 cm 

- 
Coal: black, bright, brittle, resin, pyrite, thick 
0.84 m with parting (coaly clay) 7 cm 
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Table 3-2:  Comparison of reported coal outcrop data from 2008 and 2010 field investigations (source Chris Turvey) 

2008 2010 
 

Outcrop 
Code 

mE mN 
Strike 

(°) 
Dip 
(°) 

Thick 
(m) 

mE mN 
Elevation 

(mRL) 
Strike 

(°) 
Dip 
(°) 

Thick 
(m) 

Remarks 

BBM/T/C-01 176770 9963733 103 20 
 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Unable to reach site due to unseasonable 
rain resulting poor access from river 

BBM/T/C-02 176912 9963459 27 12 

A: 1.30 

176910 9963458 73 

55 10 1.7 
 

B: 1.20 95 10 1.2 
 

C: 1.20 105 10 1.5 
 

D: 1.18 115 13 1.11 
Parting 0.2 m - vs 0.26 m see BBM report 
notes 

BBM/T/C-03 175777 9961848 109 15 

1.3 

175781 9961858 102 102 20 

1.4 
 

1.15 1.7 Maybe be due to slumping? 

0.64 0.8 
 

0.5 0.5 
Broad, steep face (slope 35-40

o
). Possible 

slumping, movement of coal seams for dip 

BBM/Mh/C-01 177733 9962125 91 22 1.56 177729 9962110 177 115 13 1.75 
 

BBM/Mh/C-02 177807 9962135 95 20 1.1 177813 9962143 205 110 14 1.15 
Seam approx 1.5 m below, 0.8 m thick 
unable to determine floor for actual 
thickness 

BBM/Mh/C-03 176671 9962248 70 25 

1.6 

176647 9962238 179 45 25 

  
1.1 

  

0.84 0.9 
GPS location may have been taken at 
higher seam (A) - unable to access due to 
time/cover. Outcrop had been sampled 
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3.3.4 Coal Quality Analysis 

A total of 10 coal samples were collected as representative of the mapped coal seams and 
dispatched to PT. Geoservices laboratory at Banjarmasin. The samples were analysed for Total 
Moisture, Inherent Moisture, Ash, Total Sulphur, Fixed Carbon, Volatile Matter, Calorific Value 
and HGI (sample BBM/Mhn/C-01 only) (Table 3-3).  

Table 3-3:  Reported coal quality of BBM coal outcrop samples (Anonymous, 2008) 

Sample Code 
TM 

(% ar) 
IM 

(% ad) 
Ash 

(% ad) 
VM 

(% ad) 
FC 

(% ad) 
TS 

(% ad) 
CV 

(cal/g ad) 
HGI 

(point) 

BBM/Mhn/C-01 6.51 1.61 1.45 13.51 83.43 0.36 8441 95 

BBM/Mhn/C-02 5.73 2.76 2.51 11.98 82.75 0.36 7983  

BBM/Mhn/C-03 5.75 1.51 2.61 12.87 83.01 0.40 8359  

BBM/T/C-01 15.54 7.30 6.25 19.92 66.53 0.28 6452  

BBM/T/C-02 20.67 11.14 3.69 23.04 62.53 0.25 5993  

BBM/T/C-03 4.62 2.46 2.06 14.55 80.93 0.35 8077  

BBM/T/C-04 4.10 0.90 3.25 14.62 81.23 0.31 8502  

BBM/T/C-05 5.36 1.02 1.12 14.13 83.73 0.37 8604  

BBM/T/C-06 7.55 4.09 2.99 12.82 80.10 0.38 7545  

BBM/T/C-07 7.51 3.35 5.66 11.21 79.78 0.36 7524  

The assay data generally indicate a hard low ash (<5% ad), low sulphur (<0.4% ad) low volatile 
bituminous coal with very good specific energy.  

3.3.5 Neighbouring Tenements 

The PT BBM concession is located immediately south of the PT Juloi Coal concession (BHP 
75%, Adaro Energy 25%) (Figure 3-4). 

BHP has reported (BHP Billiton, 2010) a large Inferred Resource of metallurgical and thermal 
coal in the PT Julio Coal concession in accordance with the JORC Code (2004). The reported 
Resource occurs in the northwest area of the PT Juloi concession, some 30 km to the north of the 
coal occurrences reported in the PT BBM concession. Based on the regional geological mapping 
data, the reported Resource occurs within the Haloq Sandstone. The stratigraphic relationship 
between the NW Juloi Coal Resource and the PT BBM coal seams is unclear. However, if a 
regional southerly dip is assumed for the Haloq Sandstone strata and provided that the sequence 
has not been displaced by major faulting, the NW Juloi coal seams would occur lower in the 
Haloq Sandstone succession than the PT BBM coal seams. 

3.3.6 Opinion 

The initial geological investigation in the concession area has identified two coal horizons within 
the formation considered to economically prospective for economic coal seams (Haloq 
Sandstone). Further work is required to allow the identified coal measures to be upgraded to 
Resources in accordance with the JORC Guidelines (2004). This will require further outcrop 
mapping, an exploration drilling programme, detailed topographic mapping and additional 
verification of coal quality analyses. 

The high energy, together with the low ash and low sulphur may make these coals suitable for a 
range of products, from a high quality export thermal, to a PCI or coking product. The ash and 
sulphur contents of the analysed PT BBM coals are comparable with those reported in NW Juloi. 
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However, the reported volatile matter of the NW Juloi coals is considerably higher (27.7% ad) 
than that of the BBM coals. The generally low volatile matter could impact the coking potential 
and further analyses (CSN, fluidity, dilation) are required to test the suitability of these coals for a 
coking product. 

Further investigation of the Haloq Sandstone in the northwest and northern parts of the 
concession, adjacent to PT Juloi Coal may identify coal seams additional to the outcrops found 
near the Barito River. 

3.4 PT Borneo Bara Prima (BBP) 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Administratively, the PT BBP concession is located around Baloi village, in the Laung Tuhup and 
Tanah Siang District, Murung Raya Regency, Central Kalimantan Province. The nearest major 
town to the concession is Puruk Cahu (the capital of Murung Raya Regency), located on the 
Barito River approximately 65 km to the south.  At Puruk Cahu 5,000 tonne transport barges can 
be loaded, however the capacity of the river may vary in the drier months between July and 
October. 

The area of the PT BBP concession is approximately 25,000 Ha.  

Access to the broader area from Jakarta is via a 1.5 hour flight to Palang Karaya. Domestic 
(~45 minutes) flights operate from Palang Karaya to Puruk Cahu. From Puruk Cahu the 
concession area can be accessed is via 4WD vehicle over approximately 118 km, followed by 
8 km on foot.  

The geomorphology of the concession area is characterized by steep rugged hills over the 
majority of the concession area (Figure 3-10). The elevation of the surface topography ranges 
from ~150 m in low-lying central areas of the concession to 800-900 m in the hill areas. The 
concession does not overlap with a Protection Forest, however the majority of the concession is 
covered by Production Forest. 
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Figure 3-10:  DTM of the PT BBP concession area 

PT BBP concession is shown in red. 

3.4.2 Local Geology 

Geologically, the PT BBP concession is located in the North Barito Basin. 

Based on the published 1:250,000 scale geological mapping for the region (Figure 3-11), the 
oldest formation identified within the concession area is identified as Late Eocene undivided 
Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation (Teh + Tek, Figure 3-11), which occupies a large 
area in the central part of the concession. The undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau 
Formation is described as quartz sandstone, shale, mudstone, siltstone, minor conglomerate, 
which is interpreted to have been deposited in a shallow marine environment. 

The undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation is exposed in the centre of a regional 
south-plunging anticline and is conformably overlain by the Batu Ayau Formation (Tea, Figure 
3-11). The Batu Ayau Formation subcrops along the flanks of the anticline structure and is 
present in the east of the concession, to the north of the concession and through the entirety of 
the western concession area. The Batu Ayau Formation is also of Late Eocene age and is 
described as sandstone, mudstone, siltstone, commonly carbonaceous, in places intercalation of 
coal and lignite. 

Igneous intrusive rocks of the Middle to Late Miocene Sintang Intrusives (Toms, Figure 3-11) are 
identified in a small area in the south central area of the lease. The Sintang Intrusives comprise 
stocks, plugs, dykes and sills of porphrytic andesite, diorite and granodiorite. It is possible that 
other occurrences of the Sintang Intrusives may be present locally. 
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Figure 3-11:  Regional geology in the PT BBP concession area 

Source: Long Pahangai 250,000 Geology and Muaratewe Quadrangle 250,000 Geology sheets. PT BBP concession is 
shown in red. Indonesia Coal Project concessions (BHP 75%, Adaro Energy 25%) are also shown in black, including the 
general location of the Lampunut deposit. 

3.4.3 Previous Exploration 

To date, field exploration has been limited to a general geological survey which was undertaken 
by the tenement owners over a six day period during June 2008. Outcrop mapping was 
conducted along a number of traverses, following existing rivers, roads, logging tracks and valley 
areas (Anonymous, 2008). 

A total of four coal outcrops were recorded (Table 3-4) in the central east part of the concession 
area (Figure 3-12). Based on the 250,000 scale geology map for the region, the coal outcrops 
occur within the undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation. The coals are described 
as generally black, bright and brittle. Recorded coal seam thicknesses at outcrop are generally 
thin varying between 0.45 m and 1.53 m (Table 3-4).  

Based on the preliminary outcrop investigations, three mappable coal seams which strike broadly 
NW-SE and dip between 7º and 14º, are interpreted to be present in the central concession area: 

 Seam 1:   >0.48-1.53 m (BBP/T/C-01 and BBP/T/C-02) 

 Seam 2:   1.02 m thick (BBP/T/C-03) 

 Seam 3:   0.82 m thick with 0.10 m clay parting (BBP/F/C-01). 
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Figure 3-12:  PT BBP coal outcrop locations and seam correlation  

After Anonymous, 2008. 
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Table 3-4:  Summary of reported BBP coal outcrop data (Anonymous, 2008) 

No Outcrop Code 
Longitude Latitude UTM (WGS84z50S) Strike 

(°) 
Dip 
(°) 

Remarks 
(
o
) (') ('') (

o
) (') ('') mE mN 

1. BBP/T/C-01 114 45 30.6 0 0 39.7 250513 9998780 70 7 
Coal, black, bright, brittle, thick 
>0.48 m 

2. BBP/T/C-02 114 45 38 0 0 37.6 250742 9998845 110 9 Coal, black, bright, brittle, thick 1.53 m 

3. BBP/T/C-03 114 46 15.3 0 0 42.1 251896 9998706 144 7 Coal, black, bright, brittle, thick 1.02 m 

4. BBP/F/C-01 114 47 18.6 0 1 5.1 253852 9998000 260 14 
Coal, black, bright, conchoidal, 
bedding, brittle, thick 0.82 with parting 
0.10 m 
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3.4.4 Coal Quality Analysis 

A total of three coal samples were collected as representative of the mapped coal seams and dispatched to 
PT. Geoservices laboratory at Banjarmasin. The samples were analysed for Total Moisture, Inherent 
Moisture, Ash, Total Sulphur, Fixed Carbon, Volatile Matter, Calorific Value and HGI (sample BBP/T/C-03 
only) (Table 3-5).  

Table 3-5:  Reported coal quality of BBP coal outcrop samples (Anonymous, 2008) 

Sample Code 
TM 

(% ar) 
IM 

(% ad) 
Ash 

(% ad) 
VM 

(% ad)  
FC 

(% ad) 
TS 

(% ad) 
CV 

(cal/g ad) 

HGI 

(point) 

BBP/T/C-01 5.89 1.31 3.10 13.56 82.03 0.79 8663  

BBP/T/C-02 13.71 5.39 10.64 18.71 65.26 0.53 8626  

BBP/T/C-03 6.37 1.66 3.54 13.46 81.34 0.70 7525 107 

The assay data generally indicate a generally hard low ash (<4% ad), generally low sulphur (0.5-0.8% ad) 
low volatile bituminous coal with very good specific energy. The high energy, together with the low ash and 
low sulphur could support a range of products, from a high quality export thermal, to a PCI or coking product. 
The generally low volatile matter could impact the coking potential, and further analyses (CSN, fluidity, 
dilation) are required to test the coking potential of these coals. 

3.4.5 Neighbouring Tenements 

The Lampunut deposit has been identified within the PT Maruwai Coal concession (BHP 75%, Adaro Energy 
25%), which is located immediately to the southeast of the PT BPP concession. The deposit is located within 
the Batu Ayau Formation immediately to the southeast of the eastern PT BPP concession area (Figure 3-11).  

BHP has reported (BHP Billiton, 2010) a large Resource of metallurgical and thermal coal in the Lampunut 
deposit in accordance with the JORC Code (2004). The coal is a low ash (<5% ad), mid volatile (28.5% ad) 
coking coal with low sulphur (0.61% ad). The deposit is made up of a number of seams from 0.5 m to 2.5 m 
which are suitable for open pit mining. 

Based on the limited regional 250,000 scale geological mapping data (Figure 3-12), the Lampunut deposit 
appears to be generally contained within a southeast strike extension of the Batu Ayau Formation sediments 
in the eastern part of the PT BPP concession. It is reasonable to postulate that the Batu Ayau Formation 
seam development in the Lampunut deposit may extend to the northwest into the eastern area of the PT 
BPP concession. In the western area of the PT BPP concession the Batu Ayau Formation which is present 
on the western flank of the regional anticline is also considered by the author to be prospective for similar 
coal seam development. 

It should be noted however, that the published 250,000 Geology Maps for the region are generally not 
accurate at the project scale. Based on the author‟s experience, the disparity between geological contacts 
mapped at 250,000 scale and those mapped at the project scale is typically as much as 2.5 km. 

3.4.6 Opinion 

Limited reconnaissance mapping to date has identified the presence of up to three coal seams in the 
undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation in the south central area of the concession. The coal 
seams are generally thin. Further field mapping may identify better seam thickness development along strike 
of the mapped coal outcrops and there is potential for the discovery of additional coal seams elsewhere in 
the undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation. 

Analyses of outcrop samples to date indicate a low ash, low sulphur coal with excellent specific energies. 
The ash and sulphur are comparable with those reported at Lampunut (Batu Ayau Formation), however the 
Lampunut coals have considerably higher volatile matter (28.5% ad) than the PT BBP samples analysed to 
date. The generally low volatile matter of the outcrop samples analysed to date may impact the coking 
potential, and further analyses (CSN, fluidity, dilation) are warranted to test the suitability of these coals for a 
coking product.  
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Investigation of the Batu Ayau Formation in the northwest parts of the concession and eastern parts of the 
concession, adjacent to PT Maruwai Coal may identify coal seams additional those already identified in the 
undivided Haloq Sandstone and Batu Kelau Formation. The Batu Ayau Formation in this region is known to 
be prospective for coking coal. 

Given the size and location of the BBP concession and the limited exploration data to date, SRK is of the 
opinion that there is potential to discover one or more economically significant coal deposits, which may 
support a range of products, from a high quality export thermal, to a PCI or coking product. 

3.5 PT Anugerah Alam Manuhing (AAM) 

3.5.1 Introduction 

Administratively, the PT AAM concession is located around Kanji Lawang village, in the Damang Batu 
District, Gunung Mas Regency, Central Kalimantan Province. The concession is located approximately 100 
km from the Tumbang Manggu, where 5,000 tonne barges can be loaded.  

The area of the PT AAM concession is 10,000 Ha.  

The concession area can be accessed either by: 

1 Airplane 1.5 hour flight to from Jakarta to Palang Karaya followed by road via 4WD vehicle to Tumbang 
Miri (capital of the Mount Mas Regency) for approximately 6 hours. From there the concession area is 
accessed via the Kahayan River by klotok (motor boat) for approximately 3.5 hours. 

2 Airplane 1.25 hour flight to from Jakarta to Banjarmasin (South Kalimantan) followed by road via 4WD 
vehicle to Tumbang Miri (capital of the Mount Mas Regency) for approximately 10+ hours. From there 
the concession area is accessed via the Kahayan River by motor boat for approximately 3.5 hours.  

Geomorphologically, the PT AAM concession area is comprised of low undulating hills, with elevation of the 
surface topography ranging from <100 m 250 m (Figure 3-13). Part of the northern concession area (about 
10%) overlaps with Production Forest (PT. Fitamaya Asmapara). The concession does not overlap with a 
Protection Forest. 
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Figure 3-13:  DTM of the PT AAM concession area 

The PT AAM concession is shown in red. 

3.5.2 Local Geology 

The majority of the concession area is covered by metamorphic rocks belonging to the Pinoh Metamorphics 
(PzTRp, Figure 3-14). This unit is presumed Permo-Carboniferous in age and comprises a variety of 
metamorphic rocks including mica and hornblende schists, gneiss, slate and quartzite, which are indicative of 
a high grade metamorphic terrane.  

In the northwest area of the concession, the Pinoh Metamorphics are in faulted contact with the Late 
Cretaceous age granites of the Sepauk Tonalite (KLS, Figure 3-14). 

Volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the Malasan Volcanics (Tomv, Figure 3-14), occupy a small area in the 
northern part of the eastern concession area. These comprise volcanic breccia, tuff, agglomerate and 
andesitic lavas. The Malasan Volcanics interfinger with the lower part of the Tanjung Formation and are 
probably Early Miocene in age, deposited in littoral environments. 

Based on the available stratigraphic descriptions, conventional wisdom would not consider any of the above 
stratigraphic formations to be prospective for the discovery of economic coal deposits in Kalimantan. 
However, the stratigraphic explanations accompanying the regional geology maps are often “broad brush” 
descriptions, which do not necessarily represent the full range of lithologies, present. 
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Figure 3-14:  Regional geology in the area of the PT AAM and PT AAK concessions 

 After Tumbanghiram Quadrangle 250,000 Geology Sheet.  PT AAM and PT AAK concession areas are shown in red. 

3.5.3 Previous Exploration 

To date, field exploration has been limited to a general geological survey which was undertaken by the 
tenement owners during August and September 2009 (PT Anugerah Alam Manuhing, 2010). 

A range of lithologies are reported in the concession area, including claystone, alternating sandstone, 
carbonaceous claystone, granite and granodiorite, and coal. 

A total of eleven coal outcrops were recorded during the investigation (Table 3-6). Of these eight were 
recorded in the central area of the concession and three which were recorded outside the concession 
boundary (Figure 3-15). Based on the 250,000 scale geology map for the region, the coal outcrops occur 
within the pre-Tertiary Pinoh Metamorphics.  

The recorded seam thickness ranged between 0.42 m and 4.20 m. The reported coal outcrops show a range 
of strikes and dips. Two strike directions are identified broadly as NE-SW and NW-SE, with dips ranging from 
20º to 80º. 

The coal is described as black, glossy and vitreous with a black streak. The coal is easily broken and has a 
concoidal and blocky fracture. These descriptions are indicative of a high rank coal. 

SRK has not undertaken an independent field investigation to the project site and is therefore unable to 
confirm the veracity of the reported coal outcrops.  
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Figure 3-15:  PT AAM reported coal outcrop locations  

After PT Anugerah Alam Manuhing, 2010. 
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Table 3-6:  Summary of reported AAM coal outcrop data (AAM, 2010) 

No Outcrop Code 
Longitude Latitude UTM (WGS84z50S) Strike 

(°) 
Dip 
(°) 

Thickness 
(m) 

Remarks 
(°) (') ('') (°) (') ('') mE mN 

1 AAM-01 113 22 29.1 0 54 28.9 9899336 764372 204 47 1.93 Coal 

2 AAM-02 113 21 38.4 0 55 04.1 9898256 762803 56 43 0,74 Coal 

3 AAM-03 113 21 38.8 0 55 04.5 9898243 762815 50 23 1,10 Coal 

4 AAM-04 113 21 39.2 0 55 05.2 9898222 762828 115 42 0.42 Coal 

5 AAM-05 113 21 38.9 0 55 05.6 9898210 762818 250 20 0.66 Coal 

6 AAM-06 113 21 38.9 0 55 04.6 9898240 762819 245 67 1.83 Coal 

7 AAM-07 113 21 38.6 0 55 04.5 9898244 762809 230 80 0.90 Coal 

8 AAM-08 113 21 28.3 0 55 10.5 9898056 762491 71 36 1.00 Coal 

9 AAM-09 113 21 27.2 0 55 10.6 9898056 762456 80 48 0.45 Coal 

10 AAM-10 113 22 39.2 0 54 21.3 9899570 764685 80 35 2.00 Coal 

11 AAM-11 113 22 57.3 0 54 15.3 9899754 765245 95 33 4.20 Coal 
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3.5.4 Coal Quality Analysis 

Of the reported 11 coal outcrops, coal assay data is available for only one sample (Figure 3-16). The assay 
report indicates a low ash coal with good specific energy (7,283 kcal/kg). However, it is the opinion of the 
author that the assay report is questionable (further discussion below). The laboratory at which the assay 
was undertaken is unknown to the author and it is unknown if the laboratory holds any internationally 
accepted certification. The basis (e.g.: air dried) for the analyses is not stated and key parameters such as 
sulphur or Total Moisture are not reported.  

 

Figure 3-16:  PT AAM coal quality analysis 
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3.5.5 Opinion 

The reported occurrence of Kalimantan coal in a pre-Tertiary high grade metamorphic terrane is unusual. An 
independent field investigation is warranted to test the veracity of the reported coal occurrences in the 
concession area. If the coal occurrences are confirmed, a detailed field mapping investigation should be 
undertaken to better understand the stratigraphy and lithologies in the broader concession area. 

The reported ash and specific energy of the single analysed coal sample are suggestive of a low rank, low 
ash thermal coal. However, it is the opinion of the author that the validity of the reported assay results is 
questionable. 

Coal which occurs in a metamorphic belt would be expected to have undergone a high degree of coalification 
(metamorphism) resulting in an anthracite or semi-anthracite rank. These higher coal ranks are characterised 
by very low volatile matter content, very high carbon content and high specific energies. The assay data are 
indicative of a much lower rank coal (high volatile matter, high inherent moisture). Although no total moisture 
data are presented, the available data would suggest a total moisture content in the range of 30-50% ar, 
which would result in a significantly lower net wet specific energy. 

3.6 PT Anugerah Alam Katingan (AAK) 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Administratively, the PT AAK concession is located around Harowu village, in the Miri Manasa District, 
Gunung Mas Regency, Central Kalimantan Province. The concession is located approximately 100 km from 
the Puruk Cahu, where 5,000 tonne barges can be loaded.  

The area of the PT AAK concession is 5,100 Ha.  

Access to the broader area from Jakarta is via a 1.5 hour flight to Palang Karaya. Domestic flights operate 
from Palang Karaya to Puruk Cahu (~45 minutes). Access to the concession area from Puruk Cahu is via a 
road vehicle or river. 

Topographically, the concession area is characterised by two broad NW trending topographic high areas with 
elevations of up to 1,150 m, separated by a broad low area with elevations between 350 m and 650 m 
(Figure 3-17). The entire concession area is covered by Protection or Production Forests. 
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Figure 3-17:  DTM of the PT AAK concession area 

PT AAK concession is shown in red. 

3.6.2 Local Geology 

Geologically, the concession is located in the North Barito Basin. 

Based on the published 250,000 scale Geology Map for the region, the surface geology of the AAK 
concession is represented entirely by the Late Eocene Haloq Sandstone (Teh, Figure 3-14). The Haloq 
Sandstones is described on the published 250,000 scale Geology Map for the region as “quartz sandstone, 
quartz lithic sandstone, pebbly sandstone, rare siltstone, mudstone; locally limestone” with marine fossils 
which was “deposited in a high energy shallow marine” environment. 

Although the 250,000 scale geology map description for the Haloq Sandstone does not include coal, Marks 
(1957) records the depositional environment of the Haloq Sandstone as shallow marine to deltaic, lagoonal 
and estuarine. These depositional settings could support peat formation and coal development. Coal 
Resources are known to occur in the Haloq Sandstone elsewhere in the North Barito Basin (e.g, PT Juloi 
Coal). 

3.6.3 Previous Exploration 

To date, field exploration has been limited to a general geological survey which was undertaken by the 
tenement owners between March and May 2009.  

A total of five coal outcrops were recorded in the south and southwest areas of the concession (PT Anugerah 
Alam Katingan, 2010). The reported coal occurrences (Table 3-7) show a consistent NE-SW strike, with dips 
between 33º and 42º to the east. Based on the 250,000 scale geology map for the region, the coal outcrops 
occur within the Haloq Sandstone. 
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Table 3-7:  Summary of reported AAK coal outcrop data (AAK, 2010) 

Outcrop 
Code 

Longitude Latitude Thickness 
(m) 

Dip 
(°) 

Strike 
(°) 

Remarks 
(°) (') ('') (°) (') ('') 

OC-01 113 44 28.9 0 28 4 0.8 42 E 224 Bright coal 

OC-02 113 44 34.1 0 28 8.7 1.2 35 E 224 Bright coal 

OC-03 113 44 39.1 0 28 9 1.4 33 E 224 Bright coal 

OC-04 113 44 3.9 0 27 23.3 1.8 35 E 225 Bright coal 

OC-05 113 44 44.7 0 27 16.8 1.5 34 E 225 Bright coal 

The coal is described as shiny, black and glassy with a black streak. The coal is reported to be hard and 
dense with concoidal fracture. Locally, fractures are filled with resinous material. These descriptions are 
indicative of a high rank coal. 

SRK has not undertaken an independent field investigation to the project site and is therefore unable to 
confirm the veracity of the reported coal outcrops  

3.6.4 Coal Quality Analysis 

Coal quality analysis of one sample was undertaken at PT tekMIRA Laboratory Testing (Bandung). The 
analysis (Figure 3-18) indicates that the coal is of high thermal rank (anthracite) with low ash (<3% ad), low 
volatile matter (<4% ad), high fixed carbon content (85% ad) and good energy (7,300 cal/g ad).  

The HGI is typically low (36) - coals with a low HGI (<30) are considered to be very hard and difficult to make 
into a pulverized fuel, requiring a greater number of grinding mills in the plants. 
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Figure 3-18:  AAK coal quality analysis 

3.6.5 Opinion 

The initial geological investigation into the concession area has identified five coal outcrops of between 1.2 m 
and 1.8 m thick. Based on the available data, it is not clear whether the reported outcrops are representative 
of one or more seams. 

The coals occur within the Late Eocene Haloq Sandstone (Teh), parts of which are known to be coal bearing 
(e.g.: NW Juloi). 

Laboratory analysis of one of the coal samples indicates the coal is a good quality anthracite with low ash 
and good specific energy. The field descriptions of the coal are also indicative of a hard high rank coal.  

Further investigations are warranted to ascertain the distribution and number of coal seams present based 
on the identified outcrops and the possibility of thicker coal development in the concession. 
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5. Glossary of Terms 

Term Meaning 

alluvial Pertaining to silt, sand and gravel material, trans-ported and deposited by a river. 

alluvium Clay silt, sand, gravel, or other rock materials trans-ported by flowing water and 
deposited in comparatively recent geologic time as sorted or semi-sorted sediments in 
riverbeds, estuaries, and floodplains, on lakes, shores and in fans at the base of 
mountain slopes and estuaries. 

andesite An intermediate volcanic rock composed of andesine and one or more mafic minerals. 

anthracite Coal with the highest energy content, from 86% to 98%, by weight, and high caloric 
values. 

ash Impurities consisting of iron, alumina and other incombustible matter that are contained 
in coal. Since ash increases the weight of coal, it adds to the cost of handling and can 
affect the burning characteristics of coal. 

assay The testing and quantification metals of interest within a sample. 

bituminous coal The most common type of coal and characterized by a moisture content of less than 
20% by weight and heating value of 10,500 to 14,000 Btu per pound. Bituminous coal is 
a soft, dense and black coal containing large amounts of carbon, often with well-defined 
bands of bright and dull material. It is used primarily as fuel in steam-electric power 
generation, with substantial quantities also used for heat and power applications in 
manufacturing and to make coke. 

blends 

A mixture of two or more coal types or brands. In the case of coke making, blending 
provides the manufacturer with the potential to mix lower cost poorer coking coals with 
higher cost hard coking coals and thereby reduce the overall cost of the coke oven 
feed. 

calorific value or 
specific energy 

Coal sample‟s energy content measured as the heat released on complete combustion 
in air or oxygen, usually expressed as the amount of heat (measured in kilocalories) per 
unit weight of coal (measured in kilograms) or (kcal/kg). 

clastic Pertaining to a rock made up of fragments or pebbles (clasts). 

coal A readily combustible black or brownish-black rock with a composition, including 
inherent moisture, which consists of more than 50% by weight and more than 70% by 
volume of carbonaceous material. It is formed from plant remains that have been 
compacted, hardened, chemically altered and metamorphosed by heat and pressure 
over time. 

coal rank or rank The degree of alteration (or metamorphism) that occurs as a coal matures from peat to 
anthracite is referred to as the "rank" of the coal. Low-rank coals include lignite and 
sub-bituminous coals. These coals have a lower energy content because they have a 
low carbon content. They are lighter (earthier) and have higher moisture levels. As 
time, heat, and burial pressure all increase, the rank does as well. High-rank coals, 
including bituminous and anthracite coals, contain more carbon than lower-rank coals 
which results in a much higher energy content. They have a more vitreous (shiny) 
appearance and lower moisture content then lower-rank coals. 

coal seam or 
seam 

Coal deposits occur in layers in a bed of coal lying between a roof and floor with each 
layer called a “seam.” 

coke Hard, dry carbon substance produced by heating coal to a very high temperature in the 
absence of air and used in the manufacture of iron and steel. 

coking coal Coal used to make coke and also referred to as metallurgical coal. 

dolerite Medium grained mafic intrusive rock composed mostly of pyroxenes and 
sodium-calcium feldspar. 

dry coal basis Coal quality data calculated on a theoretical basis in which no moisture is associated 
with the sample. 

dyke Body of intruding igneous rock that cross cuts the host strata at a high angle. 
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Term Meaning 

fault Fracture in rocks along which rocks on one side have been moved relative to the rocks 
on the other. 

fluidity 

The degree to which coal becomes plastic over certain temperature ranges during the 
carbonisation process. The measurement of " maximum fluidity " is used by some steel 
makers, particularly Japanese steel mills, in assessing the ability of coal particles to mix 
with other coals in a coke oven blend. Maximum fluidity is determined by placing a 
sample of finely ground coal in a crucible and measuring the speed of rotation of a 
paddle placed within the crucible which is heated. A gravitational force is applied to the 
paddle and the maximum rotation of the paddle is measured in dial divisions per minute 
or DDPM. The temperature at which the paddle reaches maximum rotation differs for 
varying coal types. 

follow-up Term used to describe more detailed exploration work over targets generated by 
regional exploration. 

gneiss Rock type formed by regional metamorphism, in which a sedimentary or igneous rock 
has been deeply buried and subjected to high temperatures and pressures. Nearly all 
traces of the original structures (including fossils) and fabric (such as layering and 
ripple marks) are wiped out as the minerals migrate and recrystallise. 

granite Coarse-grained igneous rock containing mainly quartz and feldspar minerals and 
subordinate micas. 

granodiorite Coarse grained igneous rock composed of quartz,feldspar and hornblende and/or 
biotite. 

hectare Metric unit of square measurement of surface or land equal to 10,000 square meters, or 
approximately 2,471 acres.  

igneous Rocks that have solidified from a magma. 

Intrusion/Intrusive  A body of igneous rock that invades older rocks. 

JORC Code Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves prepared by the Joint Ore Reserves Committee of the Australasian Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, Australian Institute of Geoscientists and Minerals Council of 
Australia (JORC), December 2004. 

cal/g Calories per gram.  

Kabupaten or 
Regency 

Second tier of local government in Indonesia, having its own local government and 
legislative body 

Kecamatan or 
District 

Third tier of local government in Indonesia 

lignite The lowest ranked coal. Often called "soft" or "brown" coal, it is a brownish-black coal 
with carbon content of 25-35%. It has energy values ranging from 15,000-20,000 kJ/kg 
(6,300-8,300 BTUs/lb) and high moisture content of up to 45% by weight. Lignite is 
strictly a thermal coal and is used as a fuel in power generating plants. 

metallurgical coal The various grades of coal suitable for making steel, such as coking coal, which is used 
to make coke, and PCI coal, which is used in the steelmaking process for its calorific 
value. 

metamorphic Rock that has been altered by physical and chemical processes involving heat, 
pressure and derived fluids. 

open cut mining Form of mining designed to extract minerals that lie near the surface. Overburden is 
removed to expose the minerals for mining. Rock covering the minerals may be blasted 
and removed by large draglines or electric shovels and trucks. 

PCI coal Coal that is pulverized and injected into a blast furnace. Those grades of coal used in 
the PCI process are generally non-coking. However, since such grades are utilized by 
the metallurgical industry, they are considered to be a metallurgical coal. PCI grade 
coal is used primarily as a heat source in the steelmaking process in partial 
replacement for high quality coking coals which are typically more expensive. 

resources In situ mineral occurrence from which valuable or useful minerals may be recovered. 
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Term Meaning 

Province Highest tier of local government, sub-national entity in Indonesia, having its own local 
government, headed by a Governor. 

schist A crystalline metamorphic rock having a foliated or parallel structure due to the 
recrystallisation of the constituent minerals. 

sedimentary Term describing a rock formed from sediment. 

shale Fine grained, laminated sedimentary rock formed from clay, mud and silt. 

sills Sheets of igneous rock which is flat lying or has intruded parallel to stratigraphy. 

silts Fine-grained sediments, with a grain size between those of sand and clay. 

stocks Small intrusive mass of igneous rock, usually possessing a circular or elliptical shape in 
plan view. 

strata Sedimentary rock layers. 

stratigraphic Composition, sequence and correlation of stratified rocks. 

strike Horizontal direction or trend of a geological structure. 

sub-bituminous 
coal 

Dull black coal with carbon content of 35-45%, energy content values in the range of 
20,000-27,000 kJ/kg (8,300-10,500 BTUs/lb) and moisture content generally between 
20% and 30% by weight. Sub-bituminous coal generally has a lower sulphur content 
which makes it attractive for combustion purposes. It is primarily used as a fuel source 
in thermal power plants and for industrial heating purposes. 

sulphur One of the elements present, in varying quantities, in coal that contributes to 
environmental degradation when coal is burned. Sulphur dioxide is produced as a 
gaseous by-product of coal combustion. Low sulphur” coal has a variety of definitions, 
but typically is used to describe coal consisting of 1.0% or less sulphur. 

thermal coal Coal that is used primarily for its heating value. Thermal coal tends not to have the 
carbonization properties possessed by metallurgical coals. Most thermal coal is used to 
produce electricity in thermal power plants. 

tonnes Metric ton or tonne which is equivalent to 1,000 kilograms, or 2,204.60 pounds.  

VALMIN Code The VALMIN Code establishes standards of best practice for the technical assessment 
and valuation of mineral and petroleum assets and securities by geologists involved in 
the preparation of Independent Expert Reports.  The VALMIN Code is binding on 
members of The AusIMM when preparing public Independent Expert Reports required 
by the Corporations Act concerning mineral and petroleum assets and securities. 

volatile matter Those products, exclusive of moisture, released by a material as gas or vapour 

volcanic Formed or derived from a volcano. 
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